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SOLID Line provides our customers with the usual service and quality they have become used
to for 16 years and extends our product range as a clamping technology manufacturer. HWR
started selling zero-point and stamping jaw technology in From the word go, enthusiasm and
dedication have accompanied us in successfully establishing this technology at our customers!
The faith that our customers have in zero-point and stamping jaw technology is increasing
rapidly. This technology has made rapid inroads in our sales area. The excellent results in
practical application of form closure stamping jaw technology , as the basis of the stamping jaw
technology, is only one of the many reasons! By developing the SOLID Line, we decided to step
into the market as a manufacturer and to impact significantly on new product developments and
enhancements so as to continue to provide our customers with the best-possible benefits and
service. As developer and manufacturer of the [INOLine] clamping technology for turning work,
the next logical step after a year track record in marketing and deploying clamping technology
in milling was to develop the SOLID Line. SOLID Line provides our customers with the usual
service and quality they have become used to for 16 years and extends our product range as a
clamping technology manufacturer for milling. Together with the Lang Co, we developed the
stamping jaw technology for turning work 16 years ago. To date our rotative and stationary
stamping jaw technology has won over more than 1, satisfied customers. We intend to continue
down this path with our customers. Developing and improving a product is something that goes
on at HWR every day. Our highly motivated staff in manufacturing, design and sales are
constantly on the look-out for further ideas â€” often from our customers â€” for incorporation
into our products. Constantly developing matters and non-satisfaction with what has been
reached to date lie behind the drive we have of providing our customers with a maximum of
quality and precision every day. Making products simpler and thus better â€” that is the
challenge we face. From the word go, we have successfully established this technology at our
customers with enthusiasm and dedication! Our customers have a growing faith in zero-point
and stamping jaw technology. The excellent results in practical application of the form closure
stamping jaw technology , as the basis of stamping jaw technology, is only one of the many
reasons! By developing the SOLID Line we decided to step onto the market as a manufacturer
and to impact significantly on new product developments and enhancements so as to continue
to provide our customers with the best-possible benefits and service. Three decades of
experience on the markets have shown us what functions in clamping technology. We
cooperate with over 25 trade partners across the globe in a fine-meshed network to market our
products internationally. HWR products represent practical solutions for practical applications.
Our clamping technology saves you time and money. Contact form Data Protection Imprint.
Making products simpler and thus better, that is our challenge. Discover our product solutions
in milling clamping and zero-point technology. Having the grit to go down new paths As
developer and manufacturer of the [INOLine] clamping technology for turning work, the next
logical step after a year track record in marketing and deploying clamping technology in milling
was to develop the SOLID Line. Sometimes things change for the better. Worldwide marketing
and support We cooperate with over 25 trade partners across the globe in a fine-meshed
network to market our products internationally. Clamping Jaws Finder. In a perfect world,
companies could develop a promotional strategy that included plenty of face-to-face
interactions with their audience. Nothing beats one on one communication for establishing a
relationship and boosting sales. For most companies today, this type of intimate relationship
with their audience is near impossible to achieve, unless they find a way of bridging the gaps in
personalized communication â€” like video. In an increasingly digital landscape, video has
emerged as the most effective tool for attracting leads and converting them into customers.
Every company has goals, and a strategy in place for meeting them. Video has become the
primary focus of marketing departments in the largest, most successful companies. However,
for marketing departments it has become even more challenging to attract and move their
audience in a cluttered, often fragmented digital space. Promotional marketing videos are tools
for marketing products and services provided by your company. The best promotional
marketing video should compel and captivate the audience while inspiring action that leads to
conversions. The goal of a promotional marketing video is to deliver as much information as
possible, while making it memorable and enjoyable, in a short amount of time. You have a
snippet of time to capture your audience and get them moving â€” promotional marketing video
can get the job done. When we sit down with you to develop a promotional marketing strategy
that includes high-level video production, we focus on several main objective areas. Click Here
for Tips! Promotional and Marketing Videos. What are your goals, and how will we achieve
them? Promotional marketing videos deliver real, tangible results. The success of your
marketing videos is measured by how closely it hits the target of your primary goals. How can
we engage your audience? Your audience comes wrapped up with its own unique set of traits,

characteristics and motivating factors. Understanding your audience helps us create videos
that reach out and engage with them on an emotional level. What can we do better for you? As a
professional video production company, we understand how different types of promotional
marketing videos can enhance the bottom line of your business. We look forward to the
conversation. We are proud of the videos our creative team produces in-house. Our happy
clients reinforce our love for production and creating custom videos all the way from concept to
completion. Our Chicago based video production company has a reputation for boldly doing
things differently from other video production companies. We give clients a fully detailed video
production proposal. The bottom-line price we commit to at the start of the project never
changes. To learn more about our business video production services, please call today or
contact us online for a free, no-obligation consultation with a SolidLine Media producer.
Through the partnerships with our clients in the healthcare industry, SolidLine Media has
become committed to making the patient experience better with the use of video production.
Along with a team of patient safety experts, we developed Minute for Medicine â€” a series of
52, 1-minute videos that focus on patient safety. Separated into seven easy to follow categories,
topics range from Shared Decision Making to Hand Hygiene, and everything in between.
Custom branded to your healthcare organization, the videos are short, fun and entertaining. But
most importantly, these videos remind healthcare professionals to think about important patient
safety topics. Click Here for Tips! Free Consultation. Satisfying Clients Since Video is the new
textbook! Time flies when your customers are watching something fun! Why Choose SolidLine?
Bottom-Line Pricing We give clients a fully detailed video production proposal. Free Video
Consultation To learn more about our business video production services, please call today or
contact us online for a free, no-obligation consultation with a SolidLine Media producer. Contact
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